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This distinctive collection of decorative 
weaves features ikat influences, 
striking geometric designs and chunky 
stitch detail. The rich palette of seven 
colours highlighted by intense contrasts, 
create a variety of moods. 

From vibrant spice and raspberry to 
laid-back charcoal and smoke, the five 
stunning designs combine harmoniously 
with options for soft furnishings and 
drapery.    

DELTA           

(Front) Sofa: Pallas Ink Drape: Delta Ink Chair: Ida Ink Cube: Ida Natural Cushions left to right: Aldo Ink & Brixham Denim (Left) Chair: 

Vesta & Ida Ink, Blind: Delta Natural Footstool: Delta Spice Cushions top to bottom: Vesta, Pallas & Brixham Spice (Above) Chairs: Ida Spice. 



Drapes left to right: Terrazzo & Octavia Teal/Spice, Octavia, Cassandra & Terrazzo Summer Cube: Luella Summer (Top left) Boards 

left to right: Luella, Terrazzo & Octavia Teal/Spice Footstool: Brixham Flax.

 

OCTAVIA         

Full of character and dazzling colour 
contrasts, these contemporary prints 
work in both traditional and modern 
settings. Octavia is an intricate floral 
design, whilst Terrazzo, Cassandra and 
Luella bring flowing geometrics and 
multi-colour stripes to the collection. 

Available in six colourways, these 100% 
cotton fabrics combine beautifully to 
create eye-catching schemes.     



Luxurious upholstery weaves with intricate 

textures and lustrous highlights. Glacier is a 

bold herringbone weave, whilst Moreno and 

Valdez subtly emphasise colour contrasts and 

iridescent yarns. 

From muted linen and olive to rich damson 

and ruby, the choice of eleven colourways 

make this collection supremely versatile.

PATAGONIA    

ORGANICS      

Rippling marble effects, foliage designs and 

mineral colours bring the beauty of nature 

indoors. Intriguing bark textures and 

cross-sections of trees and organic patterns 

make these decorative weaves truly unique. 

Available in seven tranquil colours, the five 

designs are suitable for curtains, roman blinds 

and cushions. 

Drape: Marble Pewter Cushions left to right: Foliage Natural, Logs Pewter, 

Bloc Pebble, Logs Taupe, Birch Pewter, Marble & Bloc Silver. 

Drape: Valdez Denim Chair: Moreno Denim Drum: Glacier Denim.
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